Mobile application for Civica Authority - Inspections

The Inspex app allows inspectors to create defects and carry out inspection tasks in Authority while in the field, on a mobile device.

As part of the Authority solution, any activity actioned within the app synchronises with Authority, making it seamless for inspectors, as well as reducing overhead and creating efficiencies for system administrators.

Purpose Built for Local Government
Authority Connect: **Inspex**

Give inspectors the ability to complete inspection tasks in Authority from a mobile device.

- **Usability**
  Easily interact with app interface for updates on tasks, including latest pictures and records.

- **Synchronisation**
  Any activity actioned within the app automatically synchronises with Authority.

- **Achieve more with less**
  Drive efficiencies in your council by channeling your resources effectively.

- **Transparency**
  Get a clear view of inspection activities as they happen in real time.

**Inspectors can:**

- Receive and action inspection tasks on a mobile device
- Operate in offline mode - gaining access to information and completing tasks without internet access
- View and download inspection summaries in the field
- Create random checks on the go

Perform and automatically transmit paperless mobile inspections

Improve inspection process consistency

Capture condition photos and signatures

Customisable Forms – Configure rules specific to your council

Seamless integration with Civica Authority

If you have any questions or would like to arrange a demonstration of Authority Connect - Inspex please contact your Account Manager or email us at LGenquiries@civica.com.au